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Summary

• Paper studies the impact of realized liquidity events,
driven by mutual fund closures, on portfolio rebalancing

• Clean estimate of marginal propensity to
consume/reinvest due to liquidation event

• Key findings:
• Reinvestment rate is 80% of capital gains
• But only 40% for capital losses
• Consistent with idea that realized losses affect future
risk-taking
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Setting: German Mutual Fund Industry
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Example: Aberdeen Fund
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Fund Underperformance
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Fund Closes
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Sequence of Events

1. Investment Company decides to close fund; reports to
supervisory authorities

2. Closure announcement reported to investors through
semi-annual report (and potentially direct
communication, as with Aberdeen)

3. Fund liquidates:
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Sequence of Events

4. Fund redemption triggers capital realization and taxes:
• 25% capital gains tax
• 1.4% “Solidarity Surcharge”
• 2% Church Tax to registered denomination (can opt out)
• Losses caryforward

5. Post-tax funds arrive in personal settlement account:
• Purchase new securities (investment)
• Transfer to checking (consumption)
• Transfer to saving (investment)
• Transfer outside (consumption)
• Stay in settlement (unclear)
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Where the Money Goes

Upon gain: 79 cents of liquidation goes back into portfolio; 8
remains in settlement; 13 into savings
Upon loss: 42 cents reinvested; 24 in settlement; 10 in savings;
9 into consumption
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Losses Affect Risk Tolerance

If loss is realized; funds are reinvested into assets with 0.5
less risk
1 (savings) – 5 (stocks, options, futures)
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Paper Addresses Various Concerns

1. Driven by tax considerations?
• Losses generate carryforward benefits, so should expect
higher reinvestment upon loss

2. Selective selling around fund announcement
• Works for deliberate and forced sales

3. Time Discontinuity Concerns? (Hausman and Rapson
2017)
• Works with different bandwidth choices, etc.

Overall I found the results convincing, but will highlight
some potential issues with interpretation.
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1. Why 2007?

Unclear why customers of this German bank were uniquely
affected by forced sales in 2007. Perhaps were steered by
bank to a particular fund?
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2. Endogeneity in Participation in Closed Funds?

Unclear why full-sample figures for “All” funds are negative.
Matching with deleted funds→ all have a defined closed date
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2. Endogeneity in Participation in Closed Funds?

Would be good to see summary statistics across losses/gains
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3. Wealth Channel?

• Would like greater discussion of wealth channel
• total proceeds are small (5− 10ke)
• But so are the redeployed funds;
• If fund has experienced losses prior to liquidation;
investors may wait until fund disbursement to rebalance

• Can test for using discontinuity approach around euro
losses
• Expect reinvestment rate higher with positive realizations
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SourceofHouseholdAttitudes towardsNegativeRealizations?

• Find it plausible that households find negative trade
realizations unpleasant in ways that affect future market
participation

• Hope that authors, perhaps in future work, can explore
further what precisely drives the unpleasantness:
• Perhaps affects individual expectations of market return?
• Affects individual perception of managerial selection
skill? Inter-household bargaining?

• Negative experiences affect attitudes towards risk?

• Perhaps looking at reinvestment in same fund
family/asset class might help
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Other Implications?

• Perhaps can explain participation puzzle (less than half
of Germans own equity)?

• Behavioral contract design: how to design consumer
financial products taking these preferences as given?

• Suggests high household demand for products limiting
downside risk
• Rationalization for insurance company products that
smooth returns

• Variable annuity products with guaranteed principal
return
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Conclusion

• Very interesting paper, part of a fascinating agenda
• I find the results compelling overall
• Deeper puzzle about why loss exposure leads to
behavioral changes, and what are the broader
implications
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Thank You!
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